We describe a high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF STEM) study of self-assembled InAs-GaAs quantum dot (QD) laser sample, providing insight into the micro-structure of the QD ensemble. A size distribution anisotropy of the QDs is observed in the two orthogonal (110) planes, this structural information is used to develop a density of states model for the QD ensemble which is shown to be in strong agreement with a range of optical spectroscopic measurements. This link between micro-structure and optical properties allow routes to QD device simulation. We go on to discuss how changes to the micro-structure would affect the density of states and hence laser performance.
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have been an active research area for more than 30 years due to the prediction 2 and realisation 3,4 of temperature insensitive operation due to their delta-like density of states. The development of epitaxial processes has allowed GaAs based QDs to cover the ≈1.2 5 to 1.55µm range 6, 7 , that is not easily accessible by typical quantum well structures. In addition to achieving long wavelength emission, the control of inhomogeneous broadening of the QD ensemble is critical for high efficiencies 8 and high speed modulation 9 . Additionally, QDs been shown to reduce defects in the growth of GaAs based materials on silicon 10 , paving the way to silicon photonics applications 11 . A reduction in the inhomogeneous linewidth can be monitored via spectroscopic methods such as photoluminescence (PL), photocurrent (PC) and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) [12] [13] [14] . A higher uniformity of dots results in lower inhomogeneous broadening resulting in smaller QD ensemble linewidths (<20meV) 15 . The micro-structure of QDs have been investigated through different microscopy techniques. While scanning tunnelling and atomic force microscopy is an easy method to see the microscopic structure of uncapped QDs, there is a clear issue in micro-structural a) Electronic mail: Iain.Butler@glasgow.ac.uk knowledge of the capped QDs. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been shown to provide vital information about QD shape and compositional uniformity 5 . Rigorous methods of QD simulation have been developed and discussed 16, 17 and advanced TEM imaging of individual QDs has been made [18] [19] [20] , but a link between the micro-structural characteristics of the QD ensemble, its opto-electronic characteristics, and hence device performance is timely. In particular, this would enable the simulation of gain spectra for the QD ensemble through Monte-carlo methods 21, 22 In this letter we report a TEM study of self-assembled QDs embedded within the epitaxial structure which shows a QD size anisotropy along the two orthogonal [110] directions. A density of states (DoS) model for the ensemble is developed using structural information from TEM images. The results are found to be in agreement with low temperature electroluminescence (EL) and room temperature PC spectroscopy. Furthermore the effects of removing the identified inhomogeneity on the opto-electronic properties of QDs are discussed. This highlights a possible unmet challenge in QD epitaxy that if solved may results in future generations of QD based devices.
The QD sample was grown utilising standard processes using a solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth reactor, using a GaAs substrate, grown on the (100) plane. Each QD layer was created by the deposition of InAs to form S-K InAs islands, which were encapsulated using an InGaAs strain reducing layer 13, 23 and GaAs barriers which have a total combined thickness of ≈40nm. The active region is sandwiched between nand p-doped AlGaAs cladding layers, to provide optical confinement and electrical injection. Full details of the growth process are described elsewhere 5, 11, 13 . These such structures find application in cooler-free tele-and datacommunications Fabry-Pérot lasers upto 2.5Gbps. Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows the high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF STEM) images of the minor flat (a) and the major flat (b), showing 6 layers (out of 10 layers) of the QD active region layers. Cross-sectional STEM samples were prepared along the two orthogonal (110) planes in-correlation with the conventional grinding and mechanical polishing methods for creating minor (011) and major flats (011). This was achieved by argon ion milling at an acceleration voltage of 3kV and incident angle between 6°and 12°until hole perforation was achieved. In this work, the specimen thickness at the region of interest was estimated from analysis of the local zero energy-loss spectrum to ensure regions of similar thickness were selected for measurement. HAADF STEM z-contrast images were acquired with a JEOL R005 aberration corrected TEM/STEM operating at 300kV with a convergence semi-angle of 21mrads and a STEM inner annular collection angle of 62mrads.
Using HAADF STEM, intensity profiles provide information about the distribution of indium within the sample. HAADF intensity is approximately proportional to the square of Z, leading to changes in contrast where the electron beam has been deflected due to the changes in composition. InAs and GaAs have a clear contrast difference due to the differences between their atomic numbers (indium =49, gallium =31), with indium appearing brighter compared to gallium 18 . The labels added to Fig. 1 (a) indicate the regions of the sample; the GaAs buffer layer, the QD and the wetting layer/strain reducing layer (WL/SRL). In order to model the shape of the DoS of the QD ensemble, we consider the QDs electronic states to be described by using the particle in a box model (a solution to Schrödingers time-independent equation assuming infinite potential barriers). Infinite potentials is used for simplicity. Each QD is assumed to be made up of a uniform InGaAs alloy, as pure InAs QD are not realised practically 18 . The effective mass is a linear interpolation of the values for the binary alloys, selected and adjusted using the indium concentration. In simulating the ensemble we build up a probability matrix matching the QD size distributions shown in figure 1, assuming no correlation between QD widths in the two orthogonal dimensions. That is to say for a given width in one plane, the width in the orthogonal dimension will have a width probability equal to the distribution in Fig.  1 . The form of the ensemble DoS is then deduced by calculating the solution to Schrödingers equation in 3D using these QD dimensions. The QD height is assumed to be unchanged at 7nm
5 . The shape of the DoS is visualised by summing the confinement energies due to electrons and holes.
A good fit to spectroscopic data for these QDs was obtained using an indium concentration of 80%. An indium composition of 80% yielded transition energies for both the ground state (GS) and first excited state (ES) energies in good agreement with spectroscopic data 26 , and is in-line with previous TEM studies 18, 27 . The shape of the DoS of the first allowed (parity conserving) transition between the electron n x =1 n y =1 n z =1 state and the hole n x =1 n y =1 n z =1 state (where n= quantum number), corresponding to the QD GS is visualised by summing the calculated energies into equal energy bins and is shown in figure 2 . In the following, transition n x n y n z refers to the allowed (parity conserving) transitions between electron n x n y n z and hole n x n y n z states. The GS is therefore defined as 111.
EL measurements were conducted on a commercially available packaged QD laser structure consisting of 8 QD layers. The laser ridge has a width of 2µm and length 375µm. In order to investigate the form of the GS DoS, the laser is electrically driven using a current of 50 µA, providing an estimated average of 0.01 electron-hole pairs per QD. The environmental temperature is controlled using a cryogenic system. A standard dispersion monochromator with spectral resolution of 1nm was used.
Also plotted in Fig. 2 is the low QD occupancy EL from laser structures obtained at 15K, and has a linewidth of 45meV and peak emission energy of 1.04eV. Under these, low temperature (random population) and low current (excited states unlikely), conditions the measured spectrum can be considered to be a close approximation of the density of states for the ground-state transition as QD occupancy should be random, and the chance of multi-e-h pair occupancy is very low. A very good agreement between simulation and the experimental results is found in terms of the shape of the asymmetry of the QD GS DoS. Whilst we have a comparatively large number of measurements of the QD dimensions, the resultant granularity of the energy bins could be improved with further TEM analysis. Figure 2 also shows the low QD occupancy EL at a temperature of 300K. The spectrum has a linewidth of 39meV and peak emission energy of 0.96eV. At higher temperatures the determination of QD carrier statistics is non-trivial 28 , and this critical detail will modify the form of the EL spectrum. This uncertainty notwithstanding, we note that the EL spectrum shows an asymmetry, with a tail to higher energies. When a bimodal QD size distribution is present, two Gaussian functions should fit the spectra 29 . However we find that the EL spectra over a range of temperatures are not well fitted using two Gaussian functions. Figure 3 shows room temperature (≈300K) PC responsivity for similar samples to the laser diodes described previously. PC is used as it provides a spectrum that approximates the absorption spectrum of the QDs. Whilst from different growth runs, the material had identical structure (8 QD layers), and was deposited using the same epitaxial process. This material was fabricated into optical access mesa diodes. The PC spectra were taken using spectrally filtered white light (resolution of 2nm) incident normal to the wafer surface. The light was chopped, and PC signal obtained using standard lock-in techniques. The responsivity was corrected for variations in incident optical power as a function of wavelength. A source-measurement unit was used to apply a 0V DC voltage across the device, in the growth direction. RT PC is a measure of the shape of the absorption spectrum and hence DoS if the escape of photo-created carriers is not a function of the excitation energy.
PC responsivity shows 2 peaks with a distinct non-zero valley. The first peak is found at 0.98eV and the second at 1.06eV, with a respective width of 24meV and 48meV are found using the FWHM of Gaussian fits. The responsivity is greater in the first compared to the second peak. The peak at 0.98eV is attributed to the GS and the peak at 1.06eV is attributed to the first ES.
It is expected that in a QD sample with in-plane symmetry, the first ES transition would exhibit double the degeneracy of that of the GS transition 26 . However, the measured RT PC of the samples reported here shows the first ES to have its peak below that of the GS. Additionally, for a QD ensemble with linewidths of ≈28meV and GS-ES splitting of 85meV, there should be essentially zero absorption between the states. However it is noted that there is a clear signal at ≈1.02eV, Gaussian fitting of the GS and ES transitions fails to accurately describe this region.
In order to understand the observed PC spectrum, the shape of the DoS is calculated by summing and energy binning the first 6 parity conserving energy transitions, which are the electron-hole transitions, whose quantum number transitions are; 111, 211, 121, 221, 131, 311 (as previously described), using the QD shape distributions as described previously. All transitions are assumed to have the same oscillator strength and none of the forbidden states are considered. Additionally continuum-bound and bound-continuum transition will occur to higher energies. At high energies our model will break down due to the assumption of infinite barriers so higher order transitions are not considered. The results of these calculations produces an excellent agreement to the shape of the PC spectra. Showing that with the limitations of the infinite barriers model an agreement is shown only using the lower order transitions. The widths, separations and relative heights of the peaks also the magnitude of absorption/DoS between the peaks are all well described by the model. Inhomogeneity in QDs is known to be directly linked to the broadening of the lasing linewidth. Improving the inhomogeneous linewidth, close to the homogeneous linewidth will see vast improvement of devices 30, 31 . While significant work has already been completed 15 , we have identified that inhomogeneity is more pronounced in one crystallographic direction, suggesting further development needs to be completed in solving this anisotropic broadening, leading to next generation of QD laser epitaxy.
Modulation rate, laser differential efficiency and even output power will improve as GS saturated gain (G sat ) increases. In order to explore possible increases in GS G sat we simulate the shape of the DoS of the ensemble for GS. Making changes to the distributions the DoS shape can be compared between different ensembles. The anisotropic QDs from Fig. 1 can be compared to an isotropic ensemble by setting both orthogonal size distributions as the narrower major flat distribution. Figure 4 plots the simulated shape of the ensemble DoS for these two situations for the lowest energy allowed transition, mimicking the emission properties of the QD ensemble after EL in figure 2. In this case, the linewidth is narrowed from 32meV (± 2meV) to 16meV (± 2meV). A 40% enhancement in the peak DoS is observed, suggesting G sat may be increased by the same amount, which would result in a ≈20% increase in K-factor limited modulation bandwidth 32 . The inset to Figure 4 shows the effect of reducing the inhomogeneity in the minor flat direction on the absorption spectrum, by plotting the shape of the DoS for the first 6 parity conserving optical transitions as performed for figure 3 . In addition to the narrowing of the GS transition, the excited state transition is also shown to be narrowed. Interestingly, essentially zero absorption is observed between the GS and ES peaks. This is particularly important in realising a electro-absorption modulated laser with negative chirp 33, 34 . We also note that enhancing this asymmetry may allow broadband emitter to be realised as the increasing degeneracy of higher energy states poses a limitation for QD broadband emitters 35 . In summary, we have described a TEM study of QD laser sample. The sample is shown to have an anisotropy in the inhomogeneity of the QD size distribution. This results in the shape of the DoS being altered as compared to the case of size isotropy. Measured EL and RT PC spectra are in very good agreement with a simulation of the shape of the DoS that uses our structural measurements to describe the size distribution of the QD ensemble. This model could be integrated in a Monte-carlo simulation enabling structural analysis in simulating gain spectra. Our results suggest that in order to further improve QD laser devices, this newly identified inhomogeneity along (110) should be the focus of epitaxial process development. The impact of achieving a size inhomogeneity of (110) that can match that of (110) on device performance was discussed. Additionally, prospects for advanced electro-absorption modulator (EAM) lasers may be made possible by such developments. 
